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Her natural grace moves from hair - waves in every raven tress - to face which peacefully reflects her inner
thoughts, which must be pure. Ezra Pound  Naturally, there is much else behind, as it were, any poem: history,
contexts, culture, biography, psychology, gender, politics, and all those things tied to material time and place
and personâ€”and in the end you may go there, since some poems demand it, and some more than others. How
do you begin beginning? However this apparent ordinariness conceals some effective literary devices which
invites the reader to think about what the pilot may have seen from his plane. The fourth stanza provides a
turning point for the poem as the reader realises that what has been explained so far is a described memory.
Shaw  The second sentence marks a shift in time and in speaker. Aposiopesis - incomplete representation the
sudden intentional breaking off in speech, without completing a thought, as if a speaker was unable or
unwilling to speak his mind. In its most extreme form, this can lead to concrete poetry or asemic writing.
Lines three and four are similar in that line three is incomplete without line four, dark and bright meet - again
the duality persists. Dead trite metaphors have entered the language long ago and are commonly used without
being noticed: the leg of the chair; the eye of the needle Established metaphors add meaning and colour to the
expression: "He is a bull in a china shop", "a wet blanket" Creative metaphors are coined by the writer to fit a
particular situation: "When Einstein broke The sun Usually associated with life and joy - here the sun is white
and seemingly deprived of its power to warm and nurture. Huxley "She rose - she sprung - she clung to his
embrace" G. Epithet "addition" - an attributive characterization of a person, thing or phenomenon. However, it
has become one of the most popular poems in English literature. Byron did include She Walks In Beauty in his
book Hebrew Songs of , a collection of lyrical poems to be put to music. The term owes its origin to
Sheridan's character, Mrs Malaprop, noted for amusing substitution of one word for another: illiterate for
obliterate. The expressions of woods, a frozen lake and darkest evening indicate that a chivalrous act is done.
We should also remind ourselves that reading a poem is itself a kind of experienceâ€”a real experience. Each
half-line had exactly six syllables, and each line ended in a trochee. Many modern poets eschew recognizable
structures or forms and write in free verse. Interestingly, the leaves presumably from the same tree in the last
stanza are 'grayish', almost as if the memory is stronger than the reality from where the speaker currently
stands. Message idea - the main idea of a piece of literature carried indirectly through the characters, events
and the author's conceptions. The deliberate sustaining of anticipation by means of postponing; the retarding
of the satisfaction of knowing how it all comes out. Keats "welling water's winsome word" A. Examples of
such interlocking stanzas include, for example, the ghazal and the villanelle , where a refrain or, in the case of
the villanelle, refrains is established in the first stanza which then repeats in subsequent stanzas. And very
often, operating behind and within a poem is other poetry; here, understanding of things like a literary
tradition and allusion can swell the meaning of a poem. Therefore, it is euphony. Note the repeated use of
certain words and phrases, which underlines meaning. Byron 7. The analysis of some of the major poetic
devices used in this poem is given here. It was written to capture the conflict between man and nature and also
to highlight the difference between wishes and obligations we face in our lives. Additional forms of poetry
may be found in the discussions of the poetry of particular cultures or periods and in the glossary. Litotes
"plain, simple" - a type of ironical understatement made for emphasis; an affirmation expressed by denying its
contrary: He is not half bad Such repetition can add a somber tone to a poem, or can be laced with irony as the
context of the words changes.


